
AJP 
The American Journal of Psychology (AJP)
was founded in 1887 by G. Stanley Hall 
and was edited in its early years by 
Titchener, Boring, and Dallenbach. The 
journal has published some of the most 
innovative and formative papers in 
psychology throughout its history.The 
AJP explores the science of the mind and 
behavior, publishing reports of original 
research in experimental 

psychology, theoretical presentations, 
combined theoretical and experimental 
analyses, historical commentaries, and 
in-depth reviews of significant books.
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The American Journal of Theology and 
Philosophy is the official journal of the 
Institute for American Religious and 
Philosophical Thought.

The AJTP is a scholarly journal dedicated 
to the creative interchange of ideas 
between theologians and philosophers 
on some of the most critical intellectual 
and ethical issues of our time. The 
journal promotes lively conversation 
among theologians and philosophers by 
providing a forum for discussions in the 
following areas: 1) the interface between 
theology and philosophy, especially 
as shaped by American empiricist, 
naturalist, process, and pragmatist 
traditions; 2) the development of liberal 
religious thought in America.
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The first complete, scholarly edition of Beauvoir’s  
essays in English translation

Philosophical Writings
SIMONE DE BEAUVOIR

Edited by Margaret A. Simons with Marybeth Timmermann and Mary Beth Mader 
Foreword by Sylvie Le Bon de Beauvoir

A volume in The Beauvoir Series
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PAQ
Public Af fairs Quarterly (PAQ) publishes 
work in all areas of practically engaged 
normative philosophy, broadly 
understood to include normative 
work on issues of public concern in 
applied moral, social, political, and 
legal philosophy. The journal welcomes 
contributions from a wide range 
of theoretical and methodological 
approaches on any practically oriented 
topic in any of these areas.
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JAE 
The Journal of Animal Ethics is the first 
named journal of animal ethics in the 
world. It is devoted to the exploration 
of progressive thought about animals. 
It is multidisciplinary in nature and 
international in scope. It covers 
theoretical and applied aspects of 
animal ethics — of interest to academics 
from the humanities and the sciences, 
as well as professionals working in the 
field of animal protection. The journal 
is published by the University of Illinois 
Press in partnership with the Ferrater 
Mora Oxford Centre for Animal Ethics. 
The aim of the Centre is to pioneer 
ethical perspectives on animals through 
academic research, teaching, and 
publication.
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